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Policy File
BAF Expands NGV provider could double sales next year
Honda Civic GX Carmaker increases retail availability

INSIDE   
The Coalition is tracking the following 
bills and others related to alternative 
fuels and vehicles throughout the 
legislative session. Check this space 
in every issue for updates.

AB 892 | Author: Furutani
In brief: Authorizes Goods Move-
ment Emission Reduction Program 
applicants to reallocate funds to oth-
er transportation-related purposes, 
including reducing emissions and 
improving air quality in trade corri-
dors, or to backup projects covered 
by the same grant agreement.
Status: In Senate Appropriations 
Committee Aug. 17.

AB 1500 | Author: Lieu
In brief: Extends HOV lane access 
for single-occupant alternative fuel  
vehicles (“white stickers”) five years 
beyond the current sunset, to Jan. 
1, 2014.
Details: Sponsored by the Coali-
tion. The Senate Transportation  
and Housing Committee insisted on 
an amendment to sunset the bill in 
2014 instead of 2016.  
Status: In Senate Appropriations 
Committee Aug. 17.

AB 1527 | Author: Lieu
In brief: Allows a vehicle emissions 
reduction project funded by the 
Carl Moyer Program or Prop. 1B 
to also receive AB 118 or federal 
funds, provided they result in ad-
ditional reductions.
Details: Sponsored by CALSTART 
and supported by the Coalition. 
The bill was amended to clarify that 
funds from AB 118 or other state or 
federal sources do not count when 
calculating the cost-effectiveness 
of a project funded by Carl Moyer 
or Prop. 1B, thus preventing the 
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CARB Releases New Fuel Analyses
Low Carbon Fuel Standard workshop covers fuel 
pathways, proposed amendments to regulation

CARB has released new Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) pathway 
analyses—including several for LNG—and an expanded definition of 
biomethane for the LCFS regulation.

CARB staff went over the new material at an Aug. 5 workshop to review 
proposed additions and amendments to the LCFS. The proposals are a response 
to directions the board issued when the LCFS was adopted in April.

“We pushed hard 
to get numbers on 
LNG and for them to 
focus on the impor-
tant pathways—and 
we’re happy that 
they did that,” says 
Coalition Executive 
Director Pete Price. “We do want to discuss some of the assumptions they made 
about the carbon intensity of liquefaction.”
New natural gas analyses The new analyses include six natural gas path-
ways. The carbon intensities assigned to each pathway are: LNG from North 
American gas, 83.13 grams CO2 equivalent/megajoule; LNG from remote 
sources, 77.5; LNG from remote sources regasified for pipeline delivery and 
then reliquefied, 93.37; LNG from landfill gas, 26.05; LNG from dairy digester 
gas, 28.27; and CNG from dairy digester gas, 13.45. 

CNG from landfill gas, which was analyzed before the LCFS was adopted, 
remains the least carbon-intense fuel, at 11.26. While most of the new natural 
gas pathways are low or moderate in carbon intensity, the industry believes 
that CARB may have overestimated emissions from the liquefaction process.

“We think the latest technologies in use produce lower carbon emissions,” 
says Price. “Take LNG from landfill gas, for example. CARB is assuming that 
the process is about 80 percent efficient, but Waste Management says their 
process is 89 percent efficient.”

The numbers are important because they will be incorporated in a “lookup 
table” used in the regulation to determine compliance and carbon credits. 
Fuel providers that believe they have a less carbon-intensive approach can 
make the case to CARB for a subpathway with a lower number, or for a new 
pathway if the fuel or process is significantly different.

‘We pushed hard to get numbers on 
LNG and for [CARB] to focus on the  
important pathways—they did that.’
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project’s cost-effectiveness from 
being artificially lowered. 
Status: In Senate Appropriations 
Committee August 17.

SB 376 | Author: Simitian
In brief: Requires the CEC to submit 
to the Legislature and governor a 
Liquefied Natural Gas Market As-
sessment Report of 2011.
Status: Held in Senate Appropria-
tions Committee.
SB 535 | Author: Yee
In brief: Extends HOV lane access 
for single-occupant alternative fuel 
vehicles (“white stickers”) as long 
as authorized by federal law, elimi-
nating the current 2011 sunset. 
Amended to also extend access to 
plug-in hybrids and similar hybrids, 
such as the Volt, but with a cap of 
65,000 vehicles. The provision for 
hybrids sunsets in 2015.
Status: In Assembly Appropriations 
Committee.
SB 626 | Author: Kehoe
In brief: Requires the California 
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), 
in consultation with the CEC, CARB, 
electric companies, and the auto 
industry, to evaluate policies en-
suring sufficient infrastructure for 
widespread use of plug-in hybrids.
Status: In Assembly Appropriations 
Committee.
SB 632 | Author: Lowenthal
In brief: Requires the ports of Long 
Beach, Los Angeles, and Oakland 
to give the Legislature an assess-
ment of their infrastructure and air 
quality improvement needs, includ-
ing total costs.
Status: On Assembly Inactive File.
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BAF Technologies Expands With New Contracts BAF Technologies has an-
nounced an exclusive distributorship agreement with U.K.-based T. Baden 
Hardstaff to retrofit heavy-duty on-road vehicles to dual-fuel operation. T. 
Baden Hardstaff specializes in the development of low-carbon vehicle technolo-
gies, including a dual-fuel system that can work with CNG or LNG.

BAF has also begun converting 600 Ford E-series vans to run on CNG for 
AT&T. The conversions are expected to be completed at the end of this year; 
they’re one step in AT&T’s $350 million plan to add about 8,000 CNG vehicles 
to its fleet over the next 10 years. 

To accommodate the new business, BAF has added 18 people to its staff 
and expects to hire 10–15 more. It’s also leasing 5,000 square feet of additional 
production space to boost capacity from 1,400 to 1,800 vehicles a year.

“We could easily double our sales next year,” BAF President John Bacon 
told the Dallas Morning News. “And we could go from a $10 million company 
to a $50 million company in three years. Things could really take off.”
Honda Expands Civic GX Retail Sales American Honda has expanded retail 
sales of the natural gas–powered Civic GX to dealers in Utah. Two of the eight 
Honda dealers in the state are already selling the car as a fleet vehicle.

“The expansion of Honda’s Civic GX retail program is an expression of 
our commitment to natural gas vehicle technology,” said Elmer Hardy, 
senior manager of Alternative Fuel Vehicle Sales & Marketing, in Honda’s 
announcement. “Honda seeks market opportunities for the Civic GX where 
strong natural gas refueling infrastructure exists, and we continue to see its 
promise as a clean, sustainable, domestically sourced alternative fuel.”

The Civic GX is also available on a retail basis from 42 dealers in California 
and nine in New York.

news briefs

Expanded biomethane definition The biomethane definition in the adopted 
LCFS regulation referenced only gas generated from anaerobic digestion. The 
Coalition had asked that the definition be expanded to include thermochemi-
cal gasification processes, which could become a major avenue for producing 
biomethane. CARB staff’s proposed new language reflects the Coalition’s 
recommendation. Other LCFS issues addressed at the workshop include:

Determining LCFS-compliant fuels. CARB staff clarified how they will 
decide which fuels are listed in the regulation as compliant. Fuels like CNG and 
biomethane that clearly are compliant, considering both their carbon intensity 
and the energy economy ratio of the vehicles that use them, are already listed as 
compliant fuels. Fuels that do not meet the 2020 standard for carbon intensity 
on a well-to-wheels basis are subject to LCFS reporting and compliance require-
ments. “This highlights the need for us to continue working with CARB on the 
energy economy ratio for heavy-duty natural gas engines, because that could 
determine whether conventional LNG is a compliant fuel,” Price says.

Approving changes to pathways. CARB approved 24 pathways and 
carbon intensities in April, and the staff has identified 12 more. Anticipating 
challenges to the carbon intensities adopted by the board, staff provided guid-
ance on how new or revised fuel pathways can be approved. The Coalition will 
work with staff on proposed LNG carbon intensities prior to adoption. 

Managing compliance and reporting. Staff presented a draft online tool 
for regulated parties to use in meeting reporting and compliance obligations. 
Each party will maintain its own secure account, with data available only to 
CARB. The tool will include an automated credit/deficit calculator and balance 
sheet to track all credits the party generates, acquires, retires, and exports.  

Workshop documents are available on the CARB website. As a convenience to 
members, the Coalition has posted key documents, including the lookup table, 
under Documents in the Member Center of our website (www.cngvc.org).

Comments are due Aug. 19. CARB will hold another workshop in mid- 
September, and the board is expected to adopt amendments by year-end. ◗
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